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Target Dates   (release schedule summary)   

0 Fri 24 Jun  Cut off for fresh Classification results to be included in this evaluation run for Type.  

1 Thursday  
4th Aug 

18:00 Deadline for receipt of pre-release updates to Available Bull lists.   
Holstein-Friesian list prepared by CDI is shared with AHDB Dairy, & remains “frozen” till date 
(4). Please note slightly earlier time than previous release schedules. 

2 Tuesday  
9

th
 Aug 

08:30 

 

a) Male Type and Production results released to web sites.  
See: Breed Society web sites, &.AHDB Dairy.  

b) CDI Proof data export files (NHM, etc.) are distributed to pre-ordered recipients as soon 
as availability permits after this point. 

3 Monday  
15

th
 Aug 

- Female Proofs released to web sites, Fact Sheets, etc. Or earlier if possible. 

Registration certificates start to show new results for males and females. 

4 Thursday  
18

th
 Aug 

18:00 Available Bull lists re-open for further ongoing updates as required. 

AHDB update by Friday noon. 

5 Friday  
2

nd
 Sep 

- Deadline for completion of full registration for newly available foreign Holstein-Friesian bulls 
with the UK Society. (See background note on registrations) 

Process Overview 

There are several separate, distinct stages or required actions in the process of migrating a modern (i.e. genomically tested) 
AI bull from unknown to fully available, marketed and registered in UK. Each can either take place at different times or be 
handled concurrently. Each stage therefore requires clear notification or indication of the intent to the organisation 
responsible. Use of the keywords from the “Phase” column (underlined below) is therefore recommended in 
communications, to make that intention clear. 

Stage Organisation  Phase / 
Action 

Process Contact(s) 

A AHDB 
Dairy 

Official 
(genomic 

only) 

Update a young bull’s genomic results from 
Unofficial to Official status, which renders his 
results publishable. (A daughter proven, non-
genomic bull may skip this step). 

marco.winters@ahdb.org.uk 

fern.pearston@ahdb.org.uk 

B CDI Active Add a bull to the AI Available / AI Active list(s), 
which also makes his results visible to web 
ranking lists. Hol-Fri Active lists are shared with 
AHDB Dairy.  For AI Availability of bulls from 
coloured dairy breeds please continue to 
notify both AHDB and CDI concurrently. 

proofs@thecdi.co.uk 

This address forwards incoming mail to 
the people on duty at the time. Use also 
for all data file requests or enquiries and 
for queries relating to Holstein-Friesian 
Type proofs. 

C NMR AI code Obtain a UK AI code for the bull for use in UK 
milk recording. This enables his services to be 
recorded.  

bull-file@nmr.co.uk 

CIS & other Milk Records Organisations 
are notified of new codes by NMR 

D Breed 
Society 

Register  Register a bull with the relevant UK Breed 
Society or herdbook. Particularly “foreign” bulls 
not previously entered in the UK herdbook by 
their breeders. This enables his ancestry to be 
properly recorded and progeny registered. Also 
to log other genetic traits and recessives. 

HOLSTEIN & FRIESIAN registrations to:  
lindseyrutter@holstein-uk.org 

JERSEY registrations to: 
melanie@ukjerseys.com 

Other breed registrations to your regular 
society contacts. 

E Breed 
Society  
& CDI 

Genetic 
Codes 

Official test results for genetic defects, 
haplotype results or documentation on other 
genetic recessives both positive (e.g. A2A2) 
and/or deleterious. Can be notified at any time. 

Holstein - Friesian Membership Services 
dept. susanboughton@holstein-uk.org,  
or proofs@thecdi.co.uk,  

Or your regular breed society contact. 

mailto:marco.winters@ahdb.org.uk
mailto:fern.pearston@ahdb.org.uk
mailto:proofs@thecdi.co.uk
mailto:proofs@thecdi.co.uk
mailto:bull-file@nmr.co.uk
mailto:lindseyrutter@holstein-uk.org
mailto:melanie@ukjerseys.com
mailto:susanboughton@holstein-uk.org
mailto:proofs@thecdi.co.uk
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Further Release Dates 2016 

Official Interbull Full Evaluation Release dates :  

 

2016 Tuesday 6
th

 December 

Genomic results are included in the main Interbull releases and 
receive interim updates in the first week of each month when 
there is no official full release planned.  

Female evaluations are normally published 5-10 days 
following the official bull release dates. 

 

Background Notes 

a) Unofficial vs. Official genomic results 

AI bulls which are genotyped through both Holstein UK & AHDB Dairy can receive an 'unofficial' genomic result, which is 
only available to the owner of the bull. These unofficial results are available on request from AHDB Dairy (for production 
and fitness traits) and from Holstein-UK (for type traits), using the email addresses listed under “Contacts”. Unofficial 
genomic results can be made 'official' by the owner, via an application to AHDB Dairy for the transfer of status. “Official 
results” status means the evaluation can be published. Official genomic results replace both Pedigree Index and GMace 
results in the hierarchy of publishable evaluation data.  

b) Press and Publicity related to Proofs Release 

During the week of the bull proof release, National Press information and proof reviews will be based on those bulls listed 
as Active (i.e. “Available” through AI). It is advised that any proof reviews produced during this first week, be written with 
the proviso that the availability of individual bulls may be “subject to change” as different bulls are added to or removed 
from the list over the following periods.  

c) Available / Active Bull Lists 

For these purposes “Active” and “Available” can be read as having the same meaning. 

The list of Actively marketed Holstein-Friesian bulls is maintained by CDI and shared with both AHDB Dairy and Holstein 
UK. CDI also maintains Active lists in parallel with AHDB Dairy for most of its other partner breed societies. These are used 
by CDI to drive individual breed society web site lists and published genetic rankings, in addition to forming the available 
bull universe for its Breeding Toolbox applications such as Bull Selector and WebMate. 

Over the course of an evaluation release period, it is important to keep these lists synchronised between organisations to 
help resolve any evaluation/proof related queries that may occur.  To that end, the published list will only be updated at 
distinct points over the period: 

i. Key Date 1 (shortly prior to proofs release) followed by a period when the list remains ‘frozen’ so all parties 
remain in-sync and any press articles relating to the Release remain valid. 

ii. Key date 4 (a week to 10 days following Release of bull results) when Available lists re-open for update. Followed 
by ad-hoc updates as required from time to time.  

It is of course, possible to submit changes in advance of each deadline or outside the frozen period and this can help 
ensure files are updated promptly. 

 In order to ensure the Available bull lists are both genuine and current, we appreciate the co-operation of and thank 
those companies and individuals who assist in keeping these lists correct, particularly for early notification when semen 
stocks are no longer available.   

With the advent of genomics it is of course possible to obtain genotypes and make marketing decisions for relatively 
young bulls. We therefore reserve the right to decline the listing of any bulls that are unlikely to have significant semen 
stocks available within the period covered between the current main evaluation release date referenced on page 1 and 
the next full evaluation data release. In order to ensure that the published genetic ranking lists remain an accurate 
reflection of bulls who have straws available for farm delivery. 
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d) Active Bull Updates and Queries 

Please send all changes to the Available bull list (including any new additions or bulls to be removed), plus any bull type 

proof queries or questions to: proofs@thecdi.co.uk (also known as “CDI proofs”), rather than any individually named 

addressee. Mail to this address will be automatically re-directed to the appropriate person on duty at the time.   
On all bull availability update communications, please list: 
  i) Breed, primary nationality and/or UK breed code, herdbook number and name of each bull.    
 ii) If each bull is available in Great Britain (GB), and/or Northern Ireland (NI), 
iii) Which bull(s) are available with Sexed or un-sexed semen. Or if a bull previously available sexed is no longer so. 

e) GMace 

GMace evaluations were introduced in 2014 and are calculated by Interbull for Holstein bulls which have a genotype 
available internationally and either have no daughters or too few to qualify for a full ITB proof. In the publication 
hierarchy of bull evaluations in the UK, GMace results replace Parent Averages or Pedigree Index calculations.  When 
either GBR official, ITB genomic or regular MACE daughter proof results become available, those replace GMace and are 
published in preference.  Regular MACE is explained here: http://www.interbull.org/ib/interbullactivities.  

f) Registration of newly available bulls 

Bulls of any nationality appearing on the Available and ranking lists, are normally required to be registered with the 
appropriate UK breed society. Registration in the local herdbook helps to ensure that each bull can be found successfully 
by web system Animal Search utilities and that his details will appear correctly in web ranking lists and Fact Sheets, whilst 
also allowing them to be fully visible to breeding toolbox applications such as WebMate & BullSelector. It also enables 
their progeny to be properly registered after birth and progeny registration certificates to be correct. This applies 
primarily to foreign or imported bulls, as UK-bred animals would normally have been registered by their breeders at birth. 
(The policy applies particularly for Holstein-Friesian bulls. Policies within other societies may vary). 

The registration process is entirely separate from either the action of making selected bulls “Available” (for AI sale) and 
from the action of making any young bull genomic results “Official”. Hence the order in which each of these actions takes 
place is not critical and can be processed as the information becomes known, subject to the Key Dates mentioned above.  

The Holstein-UK breed society allows time following the initial proof release, to submit the required registration 
paperwork on newly available bulls, (including DNA / parentage test results, etc.) - up to Key Date (6).  After that point, 
the society reserves the right to de-list any Available bull that has not started the registration process.  De-listing means 
the bull could also lose its visibility in any of the genetic rankings or tables published.  

g) Reporting of Genetic Traits including Recessives & Haplotypes  

UK Breed Societies report genetic trait codes, both advantageous (e.g. A2) and deleterious on Pedigree Certificates and 
Fact Sheets. These include recessives, coat colour, polled status markers and various haplotypes. This is done in 
accordance with both WHFF and individual Society guidelines and EU directives, both for cows that have been genomically 
tested and for bulls where the appropriate test information can be obtained.  
We therefore appreciate the cooperation of and thank all those AI companies who supply and update us with the latest 
genetic trait test results on either currently or previously available bulls. Any official documentation should be sent to the 
appropriate email address listed in the “Process Overview” section above.  
 

Authors: Henry Richardson (CDI) & Darren Todd (Holstein-UK), with Marco Winters & Fern Pearston (AHDB). last updated 03 August 2016 
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